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Revision Unit 

Competences: Talk about the present, talk about past experiences, talk about the future 

Vocabulary: Free-time activities, holidays, school 

Grammar: Present simple, present continuous, dynamic VS stative verbs, past simple, past continuous,future forms: 

will: offers, promises, spontaneous decisions 

 

UNIT 1 It’s my life 

Competences: Talk about life choices and events, talk about probability, give defining information 

Vocabulary: life choices and events, uses of get, paraphrasing 

Grammar: may, might, will: degrees of certainty, defining relative clauses  

Communication focus on speaking skills: Agreeing and disagreeing (communication video) 

 

UNIT 2 Live by the rules 

Competences: Talk about housework, talk about rules, talk about obligation and prohibition 

Vocabulary: household chores, make and do 

Grammar: have to, be allowed to, must and mustn’t, mustn’t vs not have to 

Communication focus on speaking skills: Asking for, giving, and refusing permission (communication video) 

 

UNIT 3 So happy together 

Competences: Talk about relationships, talk about duration and ongoing situations, use reflexive and reciprocal 

pronouns 

Vocabulary: relationships, adjectives of emotion+ of/with, 

Grammar: Present perfect with for and since, reflexive pronouns, each other 

Communication focus on speaking skills: Responding to news (communication video) 

 

UNIT4 Screen time 

Competences: Talk about films, talk about facts, talk about past habits 

Vocabulary: film types, describing films, TV series,  

Grammar: Passive: Present simple and Past simple, used to 

Culture focus on listening skills: Welcome to Bollywood 

Communication focus on speaking skills: Discussing films (communication video) 

Trending topics: Would you watch a chick flick?  

 

O’Malley Working with New Technology Pearson Longman 

 

Unit 1 Electrical energy 

Atoms and electrons 

Conductors and insulators 

The battery 

How the battery was invented 

The fuel cell 

Superconductors 

The car body the works like a battery 

Electric fitness workouts can damage health 

 

 

Educazione civica ( materiali su Classroom) 

Obiettivo 7 Agenda ONU 2030: 

drawing a logo that communicates the goal, commenting some graphs about the energy accessibility all over the world, 

renewablein your territory: not only hydroelectric, situazione della transizione ecologica in Italia prima del 2030, how 

solar panels improved living conditions in Subsaharian Africa (video), presentazione in classe dei lavori svolti 
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